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not seen again. He had organised the Young Ethiopian
Movement. His friends say that he was dropped out of
the aeroplane, but I cannot believe that of the Italian
people, who as Lord Rennell said in the famous slow
motion gas debate in the House of Lords, " are naturally
humane and kindly, and it is inconceivable that . . ."
The Italians now sat down to write invitations to all the
Humanitarian Societies which represented Great Britain
in Addis Ababa, cordially proposing that they should leave.
There was the British Red Cross, which represented British
sympathy with Ethiopian wounded, and there were the
R.S.P.C.A. and Animal Welfare Society, who respectively
do and do not believe in vivisection. The Wild-Flower
Protection Society and the Anti-Litter League had not
yet sent out Units of poets and art-critics to clean up the
battlefields. They were still disputing the right of pre-
cedence with the British Association for the performance
of the Covenant, which had forgotten to broadcast an
appeal for funds or to inform itself on the local situation
in Ethiopia.
At this moment, indeed, it was revising its charter and
its sub-tide. It found suddenly that it was not the Royal
Society for the Punishment, but for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Abyssinians.
I attended my last meet of the Plughole.
The Plughole was a society which centred round the British
Legation for the purpose of hunting the Acting Vice-Consul,
Trapman.
This young man dressed up in a pink shirt twice a week
and rode away into the unknown on a fast pony, scattering
paper. After a few minutes he was followed by Don Lee,
who was huntsman with a horn, Patrick Roberts and Firkin
Taylor of the British and Waldheim of the German
Legation, rough-riders of the various animal succour
societies, Davidson of commerce, one or two of Buxton's
mission, and me. We simulated hounds.
Trapman was a clever fox and the eucalyptus groves
mixed with plain or mud walls round Addis made ideal
country. After the hunt was over we drank specially
imported beer and played a series of popular records. The

